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ABSTRACT Poly(dA) poly(dT) and DNA duplex with four or more adenine bases in a row exhibits a broad, solid-state
structural premelting transition at about 350C. The low-temperature structure is correlated with the phenomena of "bent
DNA." We have conducted temperature-dependent ultraviolet resonance Raman measurements of the structural transition
using poly(dA) * poly(dT) at physiological salt conditions, and are able to identify, between the high and low temperature limits,
changes in the vibrational frequencies associated with the C4 carbonyl stretching mode in the thymine ring and the N6
scissors mode of the amine in the adenine ring of poly(dA) * poly(dT). This work supports the model that the oligo-dA tracts'
solid-state structural premelting transition is due to a set of cross-strand bifurcated hydrogen bonds between consecutive
dA * dT pairs.
INTRODUCTION
It has been found that poly(dA) * poly(dT) and kinetoplast
DNA fragments (kDNA) with phased oligo-dA tracts have
a unique temperature-dependent structure well below the
global melting point of the duplex and in the vicinity of
physiological temperatures.
The broad temperature range over which the structure
changes can be monitored by observing differential absorp-
tion spectra centering around 290 nm (Herrera and Chaires,
1989), circular dichroism (CD) spectra (Herrera and
Chaires, 1989; Chan et al., 1990), gel mobility change
(Chan et al., 1990), transient optical techniques (Chan et al.,
1990), and the allosteric cooperative binding effect of drug
to poly(dA) * poly(dT) (Herrera and Chaires, 1989). The
low temperature structure of poly(dA) * poly(dT) is proba-
bly responsible for the anomalous gel mobility observed in
DNA fragments containing phased A-tracts (Diekmann and
Wang, 1985; Hagerman, 1986; Stellwagen and Stellwagen,
1990; Crothers and Drak, 1992).
Chan et al. (1990) showed by using CD spectra that this
structural transition is characterized by four clean isoelliptic
points throughout the transition; thus it is quite certain that
the transition is between two clearly defined helical struc-
tural states rather than a gradual relaxation of the structure.
The transition is independent of DNA duplex concentration
and thus is intramolecular. The midpoint of this transition is
centered around 35 ± 5°C. A 45-bp DNA duplex with four
phased tracts of (dA)5 spaced by randomized 5(GC) bases
was designed to simulate a short segment of kDNA frag-
ments. The heat capacity change ACp associated with this
preglobal melting transition has been measured by differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC), so that direct thermody-
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namic information is available (Chan et al., 1993). The
premelting transition was found to release enthalpy equiv-
alent to a hydrogen type of bonding (about 4.4 ± 0.6
kcallmol of AA step) for this phased 45-bp duplex.
X-ray crystallographic evidence has always pointed to the
unusual amount of propeller twisting between the dA * dT
base planes (20-30°) that is unique to the tracts of homo-
dA * dT regions (Nelson et al., 1987; Coll et al., 1987; Yoon
et al., 1988; Aymami et al., 1989). It has given hints of a
candidate within the DNA duplex A-tract for this anoma-
lous property: three-centered hydrogen bonds, also known
as bifurcated H bonds, which can form only in A-tracts if
the bases are allowed to propeller twist. Fig. 1 a shows the
assignments of A-T base pair atoms, the two Watson-Crick
H bonds, and the positions of the grooves. The 3-centered
hydrogen is the hydrogen from the amine group (N6) of
adenine, which links the oxygen of the carbonyl group
(C4==O) of the Watson-Crick pairing thymine and the car-
bonyl oxygen (C4==O) of the thymine at the nearest neigh-
bor. This geometry is possible only over a sequence element
with three or more A-T pairs. Fig. 1 b shows a schematic
diagram of these bonds. Notice that these carbonyl and
amine groups are on the major groove side of the double
helix. Fig. 1 c shows a color ball-stick view of the Nelson's
deodecamer duplex structure (5'-CGCAAAAAAGCG and
5'-CGCTTlTl-llTlGCG) (1987). We have added one H bond
(dashed line) to represent the location of this third bond
between the two strands in the (dA)6-(dT)6 region. In Fig. 1
d, using part of the deodecamer's coordinates, we have
further zoomed in on the H bonds and the proximity be-
tween three pairs of A-T bases by adding the hydrogen
atoms to N6. It is clear that it is physically possible to form
this cross-strand bond.
The simple two-state model then would imply that at low
temperature the base pairs are propeller-twisted and form
the third H bond, balancing the mechanical strain energy of
base-pair twist with the electronic energy gain in hydrogen
bond formation. At high temperatures this H bond breaks
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FIGURE 1 (a) The Watson-Crick base pairing of adenine and thymine. (b) The schematic of the bifurcated H bond between An-track and T.-track. (c)
The three-dimensional X-ray structure of the Nelson deodecamer (Nelson et al., 1987). Atoms in red are oxygen, blue are nitrogen, and grey are carbon.
Only one bifurcated bond between C4=O and N6-H is shown as a dashed line, to demonstrate its location and proximity. (d) A rotated and enlarged view
of c, with only three A-T pairs and with added hydrogen atoms, showing the position of the bifurcated bond as a small dashed line.
and the strain in the helix is released to a more coplanar
configuration, which would be the canonical B type. A true
molecular understanding of this structural transition is nec-
essary if we are to understand the basic rules by which
noncoding DNA sequences control DNA expression. Thus
the questions we ask and try to answer in this communica-
tion are: What are the base-pair-specific origins of the
structural metastability and the source of the enthalpy
change?
UV RESONANCE RAMAN
Testing of this model requires a physical probe sensitive to
the formation of the 3-centered bond. Although conven-
tional Raman spectroscopy is somewhat sensitive to
changes in bond order, the complex chemical composition
of duplex DNA and scattering from the solvent makes it
difficult to find changes within a forest of vibrational bands.
However, resonance Raman spectroscopy allows one to
preferentially examine the vibrational modes from a group
if it has an electronically allowed transition distinct from
other groups. By using an ultraviolet (UV) excitation wave-
length where the DNA bases absorb, all of the Raman bands
associated with the base rings will be enhanced over those
associated with the phosphate and sugar backbones, as well
as those from the buffer and solvent (Fodor et al., 1985;
Fodor and Spiro, 1986; Tsuboi et al., 1987; Perno et al.,
1989; Toyama et al., 1991). Thus UV resonance Raman
(UVRR) provides a mean for identifying subtle changes in
bond order and conformation by monitoring spectral
changes. We stress, however, that although UVRR spec-
troscopy can be used to find changes in the bond order, the
relatively low signal/noise of the technique, the extensive
averaging and large sample size, and the subtle changes in
the lines observed preclude using UVRR to map out in
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tion. We feel that the evidence for a structural transition has
been amply documented in our work and other experiments
cited above. Rather, it is the purpose of this communication
to show that at the extreme points of the transition, clearly
identifiable and understandable changes in the UVRR spec-
trum are observable.
We begin our discussion with a brief review of the
assignment of the UVRR transitions. The exocyclic car-
bonyl and amino groups make the dominant contributions to
the bands in the high-frequency range (1550-1750 cm- 1) of
the Raman spectra. Moreover, it has been shown by Spiro
and his colleagues (Fodor et al., 1985; Fodor and Spiro,
1986; Perno et al., 1989) that in dTMP and in A-T polymers,
if the UVRR is done near 260 nm, the thymine C4==O
vibration is seen as a strong, broad band at around 1650 to
1690 cm-1, but the C2=O vibration is not. This is due to
the electronic dipole moment centered on the
C6==C5-C4==O enone fragment of the thymine ring being
strongly vibrationally coupled to 260 nm, whereas the
C2==O vibration is weakly coupled by vibrations orthogo-
nal to the electronic dipole axis. Moreover, the C6==C5
stretch lies close to the C4==O stretch to form a broad
asymmetrical band that could be difficult to resolve (Fodor
et al., 1985; Grygon and Spiro, 1990). However, it is im-
portant to note that by using UVRR enhancement at appro-
priate excitation wavelengths, transitions of interest are
selectively picked out and the band assignments could be
simplified because nonenhanced transitions such as the ad-
enine C6=N stretch, which could be confused with the
thymine C4=O stretch, are simply not present (Toyama et
al., 1991).
Whereas the ring modes are much less sensitive or in-
sensitive to environments, the carbonyl stretch is sensitive
to the change of H-bond strength and possibly any diople
coupling of a neighboring carbonyl group (Tsuboi and Ta-
kahashi, 1973). For example, Toyama et al. (1991) have
shown that in UVRR spectra of 1-methylthymine (MeT), a
broad band at 1665 cm-' is resolved into two bands when
less polar solvents are used. The C4==O frequency shifts
from 1665 cm-' in water to 1668 cm-' in methanol and to
1689 cm-' in dioxane, whereas the C==C stretching fre-
quency remains at 1661 cm-. From the IR spectrum,
C4==O of MeT is observed at 1690 cm-1 in dioxane. In
short, the thymine C4==O stretch is observed anywhere
from 1650 to 1690 cm-l, depending on the extent of H
bonding from the environment.
The C2==O is located in the minor groove, and its stretch-
ing mode, which is best observed with shorter excitation
wavelengths (200 to 218 nm) (Fodor et al., 1985), is near
1700 cm-' as a weak band in dTMP, but is in the noise for
polymers (Grygon and Spiro, 1990). From the IR spectrum
of MeT in dioxane, the C2=O stretch is observed at 1711
cm-1 (Toyama et al., 1991). So the C2==O stretch, if
observed, is well separated from the C4==O stretch.
Furthermore, the amino group at C6 of adenine is situated
in the major groove, and its scissors mode is uniquely
conditions (Tsuboi et al., 1987; Grygon and Spiro, 1990;
Toyama et al., 1991). The band has been found to be
sensitive to changes in H-bonding and solvent conditions,
especially those resulting from deuterium exchange.
Thus UVRR can provide a reasonably clean test for
3-centered hydrogen bond formation: observation of
changes in the stretching frequency associated with thymine
C4==O vibration around 1650-1690 cm-, plus any con-
comitant changes with the scissors mode of the amine group
from adenine at 1605 cm-l as the temperature is increased
through the premelting transition region.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The polymer duplexes, poly(dA) * poly(dT) and poly[d(AT)], were pur-
chased from Pharmacia and dissolved in the same standard buffer as in CD
and DSC experiments (Chan et al., 1990, 1993). The buffer, always passed
through a 0.2-,um filter before use, contained 10 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 7.5), with 100 mM NaCl, a physiological salt range, and 10 ,uM
disodium EDTA, which is denoted as DSC buffer. The alternating copol-
ymer sample contained an additional amount of disodium sulfate (0.3 M)
because the sulfate symmetrical stretch mode could be used as an internal
standard for Raman spectral intensity and frequency. However, sulfate salt
was not added to homopolymer sample to avoid any possibility of forming
a triple helical complex at an elevated sodium concentration during the
following annealing step. All samples were heated to about 95°C in a large
water bath and slowly annealed over several hours at about 60-70°C
before cooling down to room temperature over half a day.
Each sample was first checked by UV (260 nm) melting behavior from
5 to 95°C to verify that the sample had only one transition from helix to
coil occurring above 65°C. Furthermore, aliquots of samples were always
taken for gel analysis and comparison before and after Raman measure-
ments. The concentration of the duplexes was adjusted to an optical density
(OD) of about 20 at 260 nm, i.e., about 1 mg/ml. The volume used in the
experiment was 1.5 ml. The sample in a magnetically stirred quartz cuvette
was maintained at specified temperature with an aluminum block cuvette
holder and circulating bath, with the sample temperature monitored by a
copper constantin thermocouple in the block.
Laser radiation of 7-ns-wide pulses was generated by frequency dou-
bling the output of a 300-Hz excimer-pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik
LPXl30/FL3002). To generate 260-nm light, Coumarin 521 (Exciton) was
used as the lasing dye. UV radiation at an average power of 0.3 mW was
incident on the sample, with a 1350 backscattering geometry. The low
power of the laser and the constant stirring of the sample ensured that
sample local heating or radiation damage was not a problem.
A Spex 1.25-m single-monochromator spectrograph was used, coupled
to an intensified diode array detector of 1024 channels. The spectral
resolution of the instrument was 0.7 cm-'/channel, covering about 700
cm-l of spectrum. Each spectrum was accumulated over half an hour to
achieve good signal-to-noise. Because intense UV light is used as the
excitation source in these experiments, run times where limited to a time
scale over which there was no noticeable degradation of the sample, as
would be evidenced by discoloration. However, it was not thought advis-
able to do a long series of temperature-dependent runs or to attempt to
reuse the sample many times.
The Raman band at 1421 cm-' is assigned to the dexoyribosyl back-
bone (Peticolas and Evertsz, 1992), and it experiences little resonance
enhancement. To generate the difference spectra, the intensity of this 1421
cm- I peak was normalized to unity in each spectrum, and it was assumed
that its intensity was unchanged at all of the temperatures examined.
Fitting was done using the software package Kaleidograph over the
wavenumber range 1550-1750 cm-', by assuming that the data consisted
of five Lorentzian peaks with variables: center frequency (v), width
(FWHM), and amplitude. The area under the peak was calculated as the
located at 1605 cm-' for dAMP and polymers in aqueous
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percentage of the five fitted peaks. Lorentzians were found to give a
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substantially better X2 than Gaussians, indicating that the peaks are trans-
form-limited resonance scattering curves and not heterogeneously broad-
ened. The data can also be fit with four Lorentzians and similar x2 values,
but these fits result in a broad band at highest frequency with a linewidth
over 50 cm-'. Because a 50 cm-1 linewidth corresponds to a very short
vibrational lifetime of approximately 100 fs, which is rather unphysical, we
retained the five Lorentzian fits as the minimum number of physically
reasonable peaks that could fit the data. The x2 values for the five-peak fits
are reduced by at least 50% compared to the four-peak fits and the widths
at half maxima (FWHM) of all peaks in the more realistic range of 12-36
cm-l
Evaluation of a true x2 is difficult, because the noise in the data is not
due to counting statistics but rather diffuse scattering, readout, and elec-
tronic noise, which can change from run to run. As a best guess of the true
data variance, which is heavily biased toward high-frequency noise, we
subtracted a file from itself after shifting the wavelength origin by 3 cm- '.
The resulting curve consists mostly of high-frequency noise. The data
variance o, assumed to be independent of wavenumber, was then calcu-
lated by finding a region where there was little change in the scattering
signal with photon energy and evaluating the sample variance cr. This
variance was then used to calculate the reduced x2 of the fit versus the data:
[f(v) S(V)]2
i=l*(--) (1)
where N is the number of data points,f(v) is the fitting function, s(v) is the
signal as a function of the wavenumber v, and n is the number of
independent degrees of freedom used in the fitting function. Error bars for
the fit values are usually overoptimistically determined by most statistical
packages because they assume truly random errors, which is rarely the
case. In our case, the statistical estimate of the errors was approximately
±0.1 cm-' for the peak positions. However, rather than quote the error
bars determined by the fitting algorithm, we feel from our experience with
multiple runs that the peaks are known to ±0.5 cm- in terms of run-to-run
reproducibility.
RESULTS OF UVRR
The melting curves were first obtained to determine the
midpoint of helix-coil transition at about 70°C for
poly(dA) * poly(dT) in DSC buffer and for poly[d(AT)] in
DSC buffer with added sulfate (data not shown). Because
the midpoint of the premelting transition is about 350C, we
measured the UV resonance Raman spectra at 5°C (which
represents the lowest temperature point), at 35°C, and at
55°C (which represents the highest temperature point before
the onset of the duplex melting process). We examined both
the homopolymer and alternating copolymer dA - dT du-
plexes and the spectral changes at these three temperatures.
These Raman spectral changes are inherently small com-
pared to the previously reported thermodynamic and optical
activity changes (Herrera and Chaires, 1989; Chan et al.,
1990) or gel mobility changes (Chan et al., 1990). Thus, for
clarity of viewing, we only plot the spectra taken at the high
and low temperature points. Although we did carry out an
intermediate temperature run at 350C, the data are not
sufficiently different from the two extreme temperature runs
to merit detailed analysis. It is unfortunate that the UVRR
signal is not more drastically differentiated between the two
temperatures; the subtle structural variations that can often
give rise to large biological consequences are not easily
detected by physical techniques sensitive mainly to large
changes in bond order.
The coplot of 5°C and 55°C spectra of poly[d(AT)] is
shown in Fig. 2 a. We have utilized the peak at 1421 cm- 1,
which has been assigned to the ribosyl vibrational mode as
our normalization factor, because this peak experiences
little resonance enhancement. It exhibits little to no hypo-
chromicity between these two temperatures. The difference
spectrum between 5°C and 55°C is shown in Fig. 2 a below
the coplot. At the high-frequency end, the three peaks above
1550 cm- 1 show a slight uniform intensity decrease from
low to high temperature and more importantly show no
frequency shift at all. At the low-frequency end, the band at
1252 cm-', which is associated with the Nl==C6 bond and
FIGURE 2 (a) The top curves are the overlay of UVRR spectra of
poly[d(AT)] at 5°C (solid line) and at 55°C (dashed line). The bottom
curve is the difference spectrum between 55°C and 5°C, amplified by a
factor of 2. (b) The top curves are the overlay of UVRR spectra of
poly(dA) * poly(dT) at 5°C (solid line) and at 55°C (dashed line). The
bottom curve is the difference spectrum between 55°C and 5°C, amplified
by a factor of 2. In both sets of spectra, the 1423 cm- l peaks were used as
the normalization for subtraction.
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the C6-N6 bond of the adenine ring at 5°C, is the same as
at 55°C. In previous work with 9-ethyladenine, this mode
has been shown to be sensitive to hydrogen bonding at the
exocycic NH2 acceptor sites (Toyama et al., 1991). This is
further evidence of no change in hydrogen bonding at this
location.
There are two sets of bands in the midrange that are not
completely subtracted to zero: one is around 1339 cm-1 and
the other is around 1481 cm-'. The 1339 cm-' band has
been assigned to the stretching of C8=-N7 and N7-C5 of
adenine (Fodor et al., 1985). It is known to show a fre-
quency shift of up to 7 cm-' if all of the hydrogen bonds
disrupt at N1, N3, and N7 (Toyama et al., 1991). Our
difference spectrum shows only a decrease in intensity, and
no shift in frequency for poly[d(AT)]. This kind of change
implies that the vibrational band has been thermally broad-
ened or experienced weak changes in hyperchromaticity due
to changes in stacking interactions, but the nature of the
hydrogen bond between NI of adenine to N3 of thymine has
not changed. In the second set of bands around 1470-1520
cm-1, these have been assigned to the vibrations in the
five-membered ring of the adenine (Thomas and Livra-
mento, 1975) and to the out-of-phase stretches of thymine
ring bonds coupled to C2-N1 and C2-N3 (Fodor et al.,
1985). More specifically, the peak at 1481 cm-' has been
assigned to the adenine ring stretching of N9-C8 and
bending modes of C2-H and C8-H (Fodor et al., 1985).
The changes here are mostly in intensity, not frequency
shift, and therefore can be attributed, similarly, to thermal
broadening of each group of vibrational mode.
Overall, the essentially flat difference spectrum of alter-
nating copolymer between 5°C and 55°C serves as a control
for both the experimental set-up and the behavior of poly-
[d(AT)] base pairs, i.e., there is no temperature-dependent
change below the duplex melting state.
The data are different for the homopolymer dA * dT. The
coplot at 5°C and 55°C of poly(dA) * poly(dT) in DSC
buffer is shown in Fig. 2 b. Again, the ribosyl band at 1423
cm- 1 has been used as the normalization band. The spec-
trum shows definite shifts of the bands at the high-fre-
quency region (1550-1750 cm-1) and at lower frequency
regions (-1382 cm-' and -1252 cm-'). The difference
spectrum between the two temperatures is shown below the
coplot in Fig. 2 b and is definitely different from the
alternating copolymer.
We first discuss the region below 1550 cm-' for
poly(dA) * poly(dT). The band at 1482 cm-' shows an
intensity decrease similar to that of the poly[d(AT)],
whereas the side bands show further changes, primarily in
intensity and not in frequency. These changes can be ex-
plained by thermal broadening, and there are no changes in
H bonding around the adenine five-membered ring. The
decrease in intensity at 1339 cm-' also indicates thermal
broadening, not any changes from H bonding associated
with NI, N3, and N7. These two bands thus serve as a good
adenine rings, especially the Watson-Crick H bond between
NI and thymine N3-H.
On the other hand, the broad band at 1252 cm-1, which
is a mixture of the adenine exocyclic C6-N6 bond and the
N1==C6 ring bond, shows changes between high and low
temperatures. The 1375 cm- 1 band involves the out-of-
phase stretches of thymine ring bonds coupled to C4=O,
which is strongly enhanced by 260 nm excitation (Fodor et
al., 1985). Thus the observed change at 1382 cm-' could be
coupled with thymine C4==O change.
Clearly the most significant changes between 5°C and
55°C in poly(dA) * poly(dT) occur above 1550 cm-,
where the band assignments are less complicated and the
frequencies directly measure the strength of adenine N6H2
scissors mode and thymine C4==O stretch mode. There are
two narrow bands (about 1580 cm-1 and 1609 cm-') and
one broad band (about 1660 cm-1), which are less convo-
luted than the multiple bands around 1252 cm-' and around
1300-1390 cm-'. We will concentrate in the data analysis
and discussions on this high-frequency region for both
polymer duplexes.
DETAILED ANALYSIS
We have plotted the high-frequency region (1550-1750
cm-1) on an expanded scale. Fig. 3 a is for poly[d(AT)] at
5°C and Fig. 3 b is at 55°C. Fig. 4 a is for
poly(dA) * poly(dT) at 5°C and Fig. 4 b is at 55°C. To curve
fit this set of peaks with an emphasis on detecting frequency
shifts, we have first normalized, with an intensity of peak
around 1650 cm-' to unity, and performed a Lorentzian fit
to each spectrum. To obtain some realistic bandwidths for
each resolved peak, it is necessary to use five peaks to fit
this entire range. The parameters for the five peaks are
found and summarized in Table 1 for poly[d(AT)] and
Table 2 for poly(dA) - poly(dT).
Two of these peaks, 1578 and 1605 cm-, arise from
adenine residues, whereas the remaining three are from
thymine. The 1578 cm-1 mode is a ring vibration, with a
large C4=C5 contribution, and the 1605 cm-1 mode is
primarily the -NH2 scissors vibration (Fodor et al., 1985).
The three thymine peaks are part of a broad asymmetrical
band at about 1660 cm-', which is known to contain
components from separate C4==O and C5==C6 stretching
modes (Fodor et al., 1985; Grygon and Spiro, 1990). How-
ever, the C4==O stretch is subject to dipole coupling be-
tween oscillators on different residues (Tsuboi, 1985;
Tsuboi and Nishimura, 1982), and we assign the 1650 and
1685 cm-' peaks to in-phase and out-of-phase stretches,
(C4==O)A and (C4==O)B; the 1667 cm- 1 peak is assigned
to the C5==C6 stretch. Evidence of a dipole-dipole effect on
C==O stretching frequencies in polynucleotides includes
noncoincidence of Raman and infrared bands (Tsuboi,
1985) and complex frequency shifts upon base-pair forma-
tion (Fodor and Spiro, 1986; Grygon and Spiro, 1990). The
control of the nonchanging status for the bonds within the
Biophysical Journal1516
in-phase and out-of-phase modes are expected to have dis-











FIGURE 3 UVRR spectra from 1550 to
1750 cm- ' of poly[d(AT)] with Lorentzian fits
using five peaks (a) at 5°C and (b) at 55°C.
Solid lines are the data. All dash and dotted-
dashed lines are the curve fits, and the dotted
lines are fits to the data, made by summing the





















parate Raman and infrared intensities, and are not easy to
detect in a single spectrum. This is the first UVRR study in
which sufficient data have been collected to permit decon-
volution of the out-of-phase C4==O component in the tail of
the broad thymine band.
Interestingly, the distance between closest C4==O groups
is almost the same, 3.8-4.0 A in poly[d(AT)] and in
poly(dA) * poly(dT), as revealed by the fiber diffraction
data (Arnott and Selsing, 1974; Arnott et al., 1974). This
coincidence accounts for the initially surprising result that
the C4==O frequencies are the same at 55°C for the two
polymers (Tables 1 and 2).
As expected, the five peaks for poly[d(AT)] have almost
identical frequencies at 5oC (1578.1, 1605.1, 1649.5,
1665.5, and 1684.5 cm-) and at 55°C (1577.9, 1604.6,
1649.8, 1666.6, and 1684.0 cm-'). The differences in fre-
quency between two temperatures are v = 1 cm-I or less,
1600 1650 1700 1750
wavenumber
well within experimental or fitting error. The fits confirm
the notion that there are no bond changes attributable to the
vibrational groups in this region, and hence no significant
changes in the helical structure or bonding between the two
temperatures.
However, the fitting results are very different for ho-
mopolymer poly(dA) * poly(dT). The first peak associated
with the C4==C5 stretch of adenine shows, to within exper-
imental error, essentially no frequency change with temper-
ature (1579.5 cm-' at 5°C and 1579.9 cm- 1at 55°C). The
second peak from the scissors mode of adenine N6H2 shows
a clear frequency downshift of (v = -1.4 cm-' from
1606.3 cm-1 to 1604.9 cm-. This shift is relatively large
compared to that 8v of -0.5 cm- 1 found in copolymer case.
Furthermore, this peak exhibits a -15% decrease in inten-
sity between the two temperatures, as shown in Fig. 2 b and
Fig. 4, the biggest relative change in intensity among all
1517Chan et al.
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FIGURE 4 UVRR spectra from 1550 to
1750 cm-' of poly(dA) * poly(dT) with
Lorentzian fits using five peaks (a) at 5°C and
(b) at 55°C. Solid lines are the data. All dashed
and dotted-dashed lines are the curve fits, and
the dotted lines are fits to the data, made by
summing the five peaks. The reduced x2 is 2.7
for a and 2.1 for b.
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peaks. The most significant effect can be seen in the
(C4==O)B frequency of the thymine, which shows a large
upshift, Sv = +7.2 cm-1 between 5°C and 55°C. The
(C4==O)A frequency also shifts up, but by a smaller
amount, +2.1 cm-l. Thus the dipole-dipole coupling
changes with temperature, and the overall upshift implies an
increase in the C4==O bond strength at 55°C. This change
is in the direction expected for loss of a low-temperature H
bond, as is the downshift in the NH2 scissors mode. (The
thymine C5=C6 stretch also shifts up 2.2 cm-', probably
because of a C4==O contribution to this mode.)
Although it is not possible to at present show from
calculations the expected frequency shifts due to three-
center hydrogen bond formation, the UVRR results are
clearly consistent with all of the previous findings that the
low-temperature structure of poly(dA) * poly(dT) duplex is
different from the high-temperature structure, and thus the
premelting transition is observed, whereas poly[d(AT)] duplex
1600 1650 1700 1750
wavenumber
has the same structure below the duplex melting temperature.
From the curve fit spectral frequencies from 1550-1750 cm-',
the high temperature state of homopolymer resembles the
alternating copolymer at both high- and low-temperature lim-
its. Furthermore, the concomitant shiftings of thymine C4=O
stretch and adenine N6H2 scissors mode plus its relative in-
tensity decrease seem to support the idea that the changes can
be explained by a third hydrogen bond formed cross-strand
between consecutive dA - dT pairs at low temperature. This H
bond could stabilize the extra amount of propeller twist be-
tween the A-T base planes. At physiological temperatures
above 35°C, this bond breaks and the poly(dA) * poly(dT)
becomes B-like DNA duplex.
DISCUSSION
The UVRR data provide strong evidence for the presence of
a 3-centered hydrogen bond as the cause for anomalous
1518 Biophysical Journal
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TABLE I Poly[d(AT)J Lorentzian fits of high-frequency bands
Peak no. Assignment Parameters 50C 55°C &V
1 A: C4==C5 v (cm-1) 1578.1 1577.9 -0.2
FWHM (cm- ') 13 13
Area (%) 14 13
2 A: N6H2 v (cm-1) 1605.1 1604.6 -0.5
FWHM (cm-') 23 22
Area (%) 27 25
3 T: (C4==O)A V (Cm-1) 1649.5 1649.8 +0.3
FWHM (cm-') 25 25
Area (%) 32 37
4 T: CS=C6 v(cm-') 1665.5 1666.6 +1.1
FWHM (cm-l) 25 25
Area (%) 16 16
5 T: (C4==O)B V (Cm-1) 1684.5 1684.0 -0.5
FWHM (cm-') 32 26
Area(%) 11 9
structure of poly(dA) poly(dT) at and below ambient tem-
perature; however, other causes have been advanced.
Changes in the ordered bound water molecules ("spine of
hydration"), which have been found to be primarily local-
ized in the minor groove region of duplexes, have been
advanced by Prohofsky et al. as the origin of the unusual
low-temperature structure of poly(dA) - poly(dT) (Chen
and Prohofsky, 1993). We do not think that "bound water"
can explain the main CD and DSC experimental results.
Although "bound water" was initially thought to be A-tract
specific, later evidence has shown that all bases can have
bound water molecules in the minor groove (Berman, 1991;
Schneider et al., 1992). Thus, unlike A-tract-specific 3-cen-
tered hydrogen bonds, the nonspecificity of "bound water"
implies that somehow differences in how ordered the water
molecules are and how far they are situated from the pe-
rimeter of the base atoms can explain base-pair-specific
effects. Second, and more important, there is no clear two-
state model for the bound water that can explain either the
isosbestic (more precisely, isoelliptic) spectroscopic signa-
TABLE 2 Poly(dA) * poly(dT) Lorentzian fits of high-frequency
bands
Peak no. Assignment Parameters 5°C 550C sv
1 A: C4==CS v (cm-') 1579.5 1579.9 +0.4
FWHM (cm-') 12 13
Area (%) 20 17
2 A: N6H2 v (cm-') 1606.3 1604.9 -1.4
FWHM (cm-') 23 23
Area (%) 22 16
3 T: (C4=(O)A V (Cm-') 1648.6 1650.7 +2.1
FWHM (cm-') 25 25
Area (%) 29 34
4 T: CS=C6 v (cm-') 1664.5 1666.7 +2.2
FWHM (cm-') 25 25
Area (%) 14 20
5 T: (C4==O)B V (Cm-1) 1678.7 1685.9 +7.2
FWHM (cm-') 36 29
Area (%) 15 13i -
tures of the transition or the sharpness of the transition that
is associated with the duplex helical substructures.
Diekmann et al. (1992) have proposed that base-pair
stacking interactions optimized by propeller twisting are
responsible for the low-temperature structure seen in
poly(dA) * poly(dT). This model comes from the observa-
tion that phased tracts with the sequence
dAIAIA * dTCTCT also show retarded mobility, where I is
the inosine nucleotide. This is a very puzzling result, be-
cause the alternating copolymer dATATA * dTATAT does
not show retardation, and like the dAIAIA * dTCTCT se-
quence cannot form 3-centered hydrogen bonds. However,
as Diekmann et al. point out, the dAIAIA * dTCTCT se-
quence is a form of a polypurine-polypyrimidine duplex,
like poly(dA) - poly(dT), and should have similar base-pair
stacking interactions. We are left with a puzzle: our UVRR
results discussed here clearly show that in the case of
poly(dA) * poly(dT) there is clear evidence for a 3-centered
hydrogen bond at low temperatures, whereas none is seen in
the alternating copolymer, in agreement with both our pre-
vious spectroscopic work and the gel retardation assays. At
this point, we can only say that very little is known about the
true structure of dAIAIA - dTCTCT in solution and its
temperature-dependent structures. In this paper we have
chosen to concentrate on the better understood and biolog-
ically occurring sequences.
Most recently and independently, Takeuchi and Sasamori
(1995) have addressed similar issues of hydrogen bonding
and base stacking of the polymer duplexes interacting with
a tetrapeptide Ser-Pro-Lys-Lys, which are found repeatedly
in histone HI proteins using UVRR, including the compar-
ison between 55°C and 22°C. Although their spectra were
very similar to our measurements for the duplexes alone, we
do not agree with the way difference spectra were obtained
and the subsequent interpretations. However, we do agree
with the authors that the structural changes seen in A-tracts
can be caused by influences other than temperature, and
thus this structural change can occur under isothermal in
vivo conditions.
We have also tried to examine the UVRR spectra of the
45-bp duplex, which has four tracts of (dA)5, using the same
sample as the one used in the DSC and CD experiments
(Chan et al, 1993). Unfortunately, the spectral bands have
additional vibrational contributions from the guanine and
cytosine bases. Although there are some spectral changes
between low and high temperatures, it is impossible to
deconvolute all of the bands to provide a clear and unam-
biguous analysis. Thus this part of the data is not presented
in this paper.
CONCLUSIONS
We have observed only in poly(dA) - poly(dT) concomitant
changes of both the thymine C4==O stretch and the adenine
amino scissors mode as temperature increases. These
changes are not to be confused with the triple helical tran-
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sition that can happen if poly(dA) - poly(dT) is in high salt
conditions. For the premelting transition, the UVRR evi-
dence supports a breaking of a hydrogen in the major
groove that is not a Watson-Crick bond but a third H bond,
which is unique to a sequence with A-tracts. Therefore we
can conclude that this premelting transition is due to the
breaking of the bifurcated H bond cross-strand from adenine
to the consecutive flanking thymine. This third H bond, in
tum, can stabilize the extra propeller twist of the A-T base
planes at temperatures below ambient. However, this bond
becomes unstable above 35°C; thus the DNA segment will
change its rigidity and become B-like, possibly becoming
able to do biological transformation like condensing with
histones to form nucleosomes. UV resonance Raman has
given us, more specifically, the origin of the premelting
transition that is unique to the A-T homopolymer or DNA
with (dA)n tracts, as compared to the copolymer or random-
ized sequences.
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